10,King Edwards Avenue,
Gloucester,
GL1 5DA
Tel 07515797757

Address

Quotation Reference No 13

Date 00/00/2019

Dear ……
Used Faro Gauge Plus Package to include the following.

Gage Plus

Standard Mount

Faro Gage Plus Arm which has been fully tested and is in excellent condition.
Comes with 1 years warranty, and Standard Mount. UKAS Traceable calibration certificate from Avon
Dynamic Calibration to be carried out after order placement
Includes New Laptop which has been Pre Loaded Windows 10 Professional Laptop installed with
the latest version of Aberlink 3D Mark IV Software.

Aberlink 3D software is revolutionary.
For example, Feature Predict enables you to just take measurement points and the software automatically
determines if you are measuring a Plane, Line or Circle feature. Move from feature to feature and the
software predicts what you are measuring. As a component is measured a representation of it is built up on

the screen. The user simply clicks on the measured features to call up dimensions exactly as they would
appear on a drawing.

Inspection reports can be in the form of fully dimensioned graphical representations as created on the
screen, or tabulated reports in various formats that can show nominals, tolerances, errors, pass/fails,
geometric tolerances etc. These reports can also be output to an Excel spreadsheet.
Further reports are available to show the form of features (roundness, straightness etc.), hole or point
positions, or complete batch results on one report. The user’s company name also appears on all outputs.
Every time a component is inspected, a programme for measuring subsequent components is automatically
created. The software also calculates 'safe' moves between features, even when the probe is indexing –
just another thing that the operator doesn’t have to worry about
Popular throughout the world and available in many languages, Aberlink’s revolutionary measurement
software provides the user with a powerful, yet easy-to-use solution for inspection measurements. This not
only increases component throughput but vastly reduces the learning period for new users.
Key Features
Includes One day Training Course for up to 3 operators.

Total Package Price £9,950.00
Plus VAT @ 20%
Optional Extras

Portable Magnetic Base Mount for Faro Gage

Price on Application

Aberlink CAD Comparison Software

Powerful alignment routines allow measurement points to be best-fitted to the model. Colour coded errors can then
be displayed on the model to produce both graphical and tabulated reports that are extremely clear and very easy to
understand.
Aberlink’s CAD comparison module allows the input of either STEP or IGES files as standard and allows reports to be
exported as an Excel spreadsheet. It really does make measuring complex parts easy.

Aberlink CAD Comparison Software
Includes Training if ordered at the same time as the Faro Gage

£ 1,750.00

Terms & Conditions
Delivery
4 weeks from order to allow Arrangements for Calibration and Training
Payment
Proforma Payment upon delivery
I hope that this Quotation meets with your approval and I look forward to receiving your further instructions.
Regards
Chris Gay
Managing Director
ECG Gauging Services Limited

